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Who am I?



Who am I?

I work with:

Engineer / Statistics / Neuroscience

·

Dr. Salvador Soto (Cognitive Neuroscience)

Dr. Miguel Ángel Vadillo (Meta Science)

Freelance Data Scientist for the Pharma Industry

-

-

-

·
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Responsible Science Consumers



Consuming science

What’s the main way of consuming science?

When you read a paper, how do you know if there is evidence for their
claims?

Journal Articles·

It is complex

Let start with Null Hypothesis Testing

·

·
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Null Hypothesis Significance
Testing



The example

I have invented a way of measuring the IQ, that ranges from -50 to 50.

I want to test if the average IQ of people in the UB is higher than 0.

I consider you a representative sample of the UB population and I run a test
on each of you, and get the individual IQs.

I test if the average of those IQs is higher than 0.
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Null Hypothesis Significance Testing

After this test two things can happen:

Outcomes

Not significant. Accept the Null Hypothesis. The average IQ is not higher
than 0.

Significant. Reject the Null Hypothesis. Accept the alternative the average
IQ is higher than 0.

·

·
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Null Hypothesis Significance Testing

α: Probability of False Positive

β: Probability of False Negative

·

Given that the IQ is not higher than 0 and α 5%. If I run the IQ test
many times 5 out of times my test will indicate the IQ is higher than 0.

-

·

Given that the IQ is higher than 0 and β 5%. If I run the IQ test many
times 5 out of times my test will indicate the IQ is not higher than 0

-
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How are α and β established?
Oversimplified!

They depend on three things:

Probability of rejecting H0 if H1 is true Power = 1 - β

Sample size

Effect size

α or β must be fixed

·

·

·

Usually α is the one fixed (in many fields is .05)-
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More in the application
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How are α and β established?
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How are α and β established?
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Some questions

For an Effect Size of .2, how many samples should I gather to have approximately a Type II error
rate of .25?

If I look after an effect that it is bigger should my Power increase or decrease?

If I now accept a Type I error rate of .005, what should I do to maintain my power?

If the effect size of my treatment is .3, and I gather 250 samples, how often will I find a
significant effect?

If the Null Hypothesis is true, how often will I reject it if my α is .25

·

·

·

·

·
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Some questions

For an Effect Size of .2, how many samples should I gather to have approximately a Type II error
rate of .25?

If I look after an effect that it is bigger should my Power increase or decrease?

If I now accept a Type I error rate of .005, what should I do to maintain my power?

If the effect size of my treatment is .3, and I gather 250 samples, how often will I find a
significant effect?

If the Null Hypothesis is true, how often will I reject it if my α is .25

·

·

·

·

·
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Some more questions

Would you run an experiment looking for an effect size of .2 with a
sample size of 40 (α=.05)? Why? Why not?

·

Well that is what many researchers do!·
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Why not gather a googleplex (10^100) samples and then we are done!·

Money

Time

-

-
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By now:

Understand NHST

Understand the relation α | Power | Effect size | Sample Size

Infinite samples are not possible.

·

Accept an alternative hypothesis, or retaining the null-

·

Tests are not infallible and errors must occur

We have control (more or less) over those error rates

-

-

·
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Before advancing

Should I believe an article if they tested their theory using NHST?

Should I discard a theory because they did not find a significant effect and
therefore retained H0?

Should I believe a theory because they found a significant effect and
therefore discarded H0?

·

·
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Problems we should be aware of
when consuming Science
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Problems

Why are there so many studies demonstrating so many strange things…?

Do researchers lie?

Are these studies false?

…

·

·

·

·
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Let’s take our time machine
Back to 1962!

We shouldn’t be finding a lot of significant results… Right?
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Back to 1989!

Ok! Message received!

Why is people not aware of this! Journals should be flooded with negative
results!
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Percentage of Significant Results per year

So not many significant results…
Right?

Because they are not flooded.

Wait wait!…

There should be less positive
results! What’s happening
there!
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Publication Bias

But this is logical I don’t want to read the second paper, do I?

For a long time only positive results were published in journals

Negative results had been deemed irrelevant

New study finds evidence that people have the ability of reading the
future! COOL!

New study finds no evidence that people have the ability of reading the
future! BORING!

·

·

Poorly conducted studies

Low statistical power

No evidence in them

-

-

-

·

·
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Publication Bias
Could it be possible we are only seeing false positive papers?

Imagine all this studies refer to a single effect.

I could be sure of it existing.

But in the fact it is all a false-positives!

·

·

·
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Publication Bias
It does occur
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Publication Bias
Study Precision

 Expected mean?
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Publication Bias
Study Precision

In the long run 0, but for each sample it depends on sample size
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Publication Bias
Study Precision
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Publication Bias
We gather experiments and see this…
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Publication Bias
We gather experiments and see this…

We are not seeing the unpublished studies!

Bias in the mean Effect Size!

We cannot stablish if an effect is true or not!
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Funnel Plots for Publication Bias
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Funnel Plots for Publication Bias
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Short Interim

Not seeing all results is problematic because:

Check on possible solutions:

Metaviz package: 
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/metaviz/vignettes/funnelinf.html

Meta package: 
https://github.com/guido-s/meta

Effect sizes are biased/inflated

Difficult to establish if an effect is true or not

·

·

Funnel Plots

Metanalysis

·

·
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P-hacking



What is the problem with this figure?

Do researchers really keep all those studies in the file-drawer?·

Do people really run 20 experiments and publish one of them?·

Do I put more than half of my job in a drawer?·
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Even if not all of them are false-positives

Would people throw away between 20% and 50% of the studies due to non-
significant results?
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If researchers would have realized that they always obtained non-significant
results then they would have done things differently:

“It is one thing for a very young child to believe that 12 peas are enough for
dinner and quite another for a chronically starving adult to do so.” Nelson &
Colleagues (2018)

Why then?

Because they were publishing them anyway…

·

·
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The false positive rate was not 5%!
It was much higher!

Researchers engaged a practice called p-hacking

Frequentist tests in the NHST output a parameter called the p-value, if this p-
value is below our α (.05) then the test is significant and we accept the
alternative hypothesis.

This implies that we should have a 5% false positive rate.
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In a typical experiment:

I want to asses if people on white shirts are better at distinguishing English
backwards from French Backwards .

So I make them listen to many words backwards in English and French. I
throw nouns, verbs, adjectives…

And I gather demographic data on them, just in case, because more data
cannot hurt me right?

More than one dependent variable: Accuracy, Reaction Time, Fixation
time,…

More than two conditions: (High Medium Low) Congruent, Incongruent,
Neutral,…

Other variables: Gender, Age, Level of Studies, Language Proficiency,…

·

·

·
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The method that can "prove" almost anything - James A. SmithThe method that can "prove" almost anything - James A. Smith
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i60wwZDA1CI


The what if game

White shirts are better than red shirts should be more accurate when distinguishing.

I do a NHST(α=.05) on the level of accuracy comparing white and red, non significant

·

·

What if the difference is not in accuracy but in how fast distinguising that, lets check the reaction
time. non significant.

·

What if the effect is really small, so lets look at a subset of the data for more salient words, maybe
insults… Or maybe sad words… non significant.

·

Or maybe the problem was not at all white vs red shirts but happy vs. sad words! non significant.·

Maybe this only happen for women? non significant·
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The what if game

Maybe it is relevant for the subset of participants if their father are fluent in English and in
French?

AHA! Significant!

"A new study demonstrates that women are faster when discriminating sad words from happy
words backwards.

But we kindly forgot to mention, that we tried 30 different things before we found one that was
significant.

·

·

·

·
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The what if game

False Positive Rate?·

Up to
61%

in some cases probably even more.

·
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Harking
Hypothesizing after the results are known

An additional step here, in many cases the hypothesis is rewritten in a way
that the final result seems to have been hypothesized from the beginning.

·
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So ok scientists lie? Everything is a farce?

We didn’t know these effects until recently

Researchers were just trying to make sense of their data

Humans suffer from extreme apophenia!

We love being right

We are promoted based on the number of publications

Papers are/were valued according to novelty and significance, not methods

All of the above occurs due to a combination of wrong incentives, being human and ignorance

·

·

·

·

·

·

·
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Ok so,… How do we fix all of this?



Not a single solution

Increase statistical power by using correct sample sizes, usually bigger.

Better estimations of the effect size, the more participants I have the more precesion in the
estimation.

Preregistration

Registered Report in Journals

Write your hypothesis, methods, sample size, expected Type I error and Type II error, …

Before starting the experiment

That way you cannot change things afterwards inadvertedly

Avoids p-hacking

·

·

·

·

Preregistration plus:

Evaluate papers based on the interest of the question and the methodology.

Accept or reject them based on the above, regardless of significance or result

Avoids publication bias

·

·

·

·
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Not a single solution

Replication
Thruthness of an effect is difficult to establish with a single study

We need to repeat them, by independent groups

It is not only interesting to know if something is true

We also want to know how big is the effect (Particularly in clinical applications)

“A new studies says there is a statistically significant difference of 1 mm between the right and left
side of the class”

·

·

·

·

·
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What should I look for when I read a study

Is it replicated? By different people?

Have they registered their study before the analysis?

Was their sample size adequate?

If there are several studies:

·

Conceptually or exactly replicated?

Don’t they change anything? Analysis, measures, paradigm,…

-

-

·

No degrees of freedom during the analysis

Fixed hypothesis, Fixed methods

-

-

·

·

Is there a metanalysis?

Can I draw a funnel plot?

-

-
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What should I look for when I read a study

Be critic!

Do not just, believe, peer review is not enough, being published is not enough

Avoid confirmation biases (I look for evidence that support my belief)

If it is too good to be true, then it is probably not true

Huge claims asks for huge evidence

·

·

·

·

·
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Do you believe me?



Do not believe me!
Were you not listening?



Show me the evidence of the
problem!



Open Science collaboration

Approximately 35% to 50% of 100 studies replicated
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Literally pre cognition
People can see or change the future

People can see/change the future and researchers should be more open-minded·

I have looked at my data until I found a subset of participants, and a subset of stimuli, after
extensive testing and repeating pilots and studies, that showed FINALLY a significant effect. Sadly,
I have not been able to replicate it (properly) ever again

·

He was not evil, all of the above was written in the paper, we just didn’t know well yet·

People were not critic enough·
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Power Pose

TED talks, still out there, lots of criticism and papers againts…

Amy Cuddy: 30 Seconds on Power PosesAmy Cuddy: 30 Seconds on Power Poses
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4ACeoqEjeA


"Good people can do bad science. Indeed, if you have bad data you’ll do bad science (or, at best, report
null findings), no matter how good a person you are.

[…]being a scientist, and being a good person, does not necessarily mean that you’re doing good science. I
don’t know Cuddy personally, but given everything I’ve read, I imagine that she’s a kind, thoughtful, and
charming person.[…] In any case, it’s not my job to judge these people nor is it their job to judge me.[…]

Conversely, if Eva Ranehill, or Uri Simonsohn, or me, or anyone else, performs a replication […] and finds
that your data are too noisy for you to learn anything useful, then they may be saying you’re doing bad
science, but they’re not saying you’re a bad person."

Andrew Gelman

https://statmodeling.stat.columbia.edu/2017/10/18/beyond-power-pose-using-replication-failures-
better-understanding-data-collection-analysis-better-science/
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Stapel

Bargh

Hans Eysenck

…

·

·

·

·
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Ok but it’s only in psychology!
Nope…



Ok but it’s only in psychology!
Nope…
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Ok but it’s only in psychology!
Nope…
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Open science



Open science

Until recently data, methods, stimuli was kept in the labs

People was not very open to share them

Open Science Foundation and others

Easier to replicate and check results

Easier to run metanalyses

…

·

·

·

Public data

Public analysis

Public Stimuli

…

-

-

-

-

·

·

·
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Some questions

Adding observations, using different measures, dropping conditions,… based on the
significance of the statistical test is called:

·

p-hacking·

The problem that arises when only significant results are publised is called:·

Publication Bias·

The fact that a paper is published in a journal is enough guarantee of its credibility:·

No·

Problems such as p-hacking or publication bias arise from conscious malpractice of the
researchers

·

No, it arises from ignorance, wrong incentives and making sense of data·

Open science refers to:·

Making accesible your data, stimuli, analyses,…·
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Some questions

One of the advantages of registered reports is:·

Evaluate based on methodology and interest of research question, avoid publication bias,…·

One of the advantages of preregistration:·

It helps to avoid p-hacking·

Publication bias is helps researchers because it filters only good research:·

No·

Adding observation to a sample, because our statistical is not yet signficant, doesn’t raise the
false positive rate

·

FALSE·
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Questions
The end
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